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Heishi  A Pueblo term literally meaning shell; discs or 
tubes with a hole in the center, usually of turquoise, coral 
or shell strung together to form a flexible strand. The 
Santo Domingo Pueblo people are known for fine heishi
Hopi  A tribe in Northern Arizona, known for distinc-
tive ‘overlay’ silver jewelry, pottery and Kachina dolls
Incising  In pottery, the cutting of closely-spaced lines 
and designs into the surface of the pot before it is fired
Jacklas  ( Jackclaws) string loop of turquoise beads hang-
ing from turquoise necklace, originally used as earrings
Katsina dolls  (Also kachina) A form of religious folk 
art attributed mostly to the Hopi. The dolls are wooden 
images which represent the men who dance in costume, 
mask and paint as kachina spirits in Hopi villages from 
December 21(Winter Solstice) through the third week 
in July. Katsinas represent supernaturals, the spirit or es-
sence of animate and inanimate objects in nature who 
benefit the Hopi by bringing rain for a successful plant-
ing, fertility for animals and man, cures for illnesses, jus-
tice for lawbreakers and humor for appropriate circum-
stances. Authentic dolls are carved from the root of the 
cottonwood tree only after it has broken away 
Liquid Silver  A type of necklace or bracelet construct-
ed of very thin, fine, small silver cylinders originally 
strung on catgut, now strung on fine wire
Matte or semi-matte  A dull surface finish far less 
glossy than the burnished black or red ware. Most pot-
tery from Hopi, Acoma, Zia and Picuris is matte
Micaceous  Containing tiny flakes of mica. The clay of 
Taos and Picuris is micaceous, giving their pots a spar-
kling surface, often used for cooking pots
Naja  The centerpiece of a squashblossom necklace; 
crescent-shaped pendant, has Moorish derivation
Navajo weaving styles:
Burnham  Contemporary style; intricate, geometric 
textile design
Burntwater  Contemporary style; very small geo-
metric pattern within a band, or border; region was 
known for using natural, vegetal dyes in soft colors
Chief ’s  Earliest established weaving style known to 
the Navajo. Three phases: first phase, simple hori zon tal 
stripes of blue, white, black and brown; second phase, 
weavers added short red bars to the design; third phase, 
most popular, more elaborate, with stepped triangles in 
addition to the stripes of the original
Crystal  Borderless, sometimes vegetal, banded hori-
zontal design, initiated at Crystal Trading Post
Ganado  A design which includes red as well as black, 
white and grey; at the time of its inception, a major 
departure for Navajo weavers, attributed to Lorenzo 
Hubbell of Hubbell Trading Post in Ganado, Arizona
Pictorial  Considered by many to be a true expression 
of Navajo folk art; not limited to any sector of the res-
ervation; literally, a picture is in the design
Raised outline  Contemporary style; double twill, 
which results in a three dimensional appearance; start-
ed in 1950s, described as Teec Nos Pos patterns but 
with Burntwater colors
Storm Pattern  Central motif is the hogan, or do-
micile, with the four directions or four sacred moun-
tains in each corner; ‘lightning’ is usually identifiable 
as well
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david solomon     Death in the Canyon
Oil on linen     34" x 30"      
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